AN IONIZER INDUSTRY INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION

TYENT

or

TYRANT?

DISCOVER THE FACTS ABOUT
TYENT USA!
This Ionizer Industry Consumer Special Report has been written to help educate consumers so they are able to
make an informed decision when purchasing a water ionizer.
This report is on ionizers offered by Tyent, USA. The information contained in this report is fact, not opinion.
The majority of information about water ionizer companies can only be found on the Internet. Because this
information is very easy to change, screen-shots of web pages have been captured to verify the accuracy of
the information contained on this report.

During an economic downturn some companies will do anything, say anything and stoop to any level in order to
make a dollar. Unfortunately this happens in almost every industry and we have discovered that the water
ionizer industry is no exception. Tyent USA, a company that sells ionizers, may just be guilty of being one of
the sinister in the entire water ionizer industry! They have embarked on one of the most deceptive and
misleading promotional campaigns that the ionizer industry may have ever seen.
This special report was created to provide consumers with pertinent information about Tyent USA, its products,
its players and its business practices to help them decide if these are the type of people they should take advice
from or if this is the type of company that they want to do business with. When it comes to something as
important as your health, consumers need to make sure they can trust that the information they are being
provided is accurate and honest. After reading this report, you be the judge of Tyent USA.
Who is Tyent USA?
Ultimately every company is made up of people, but before we dive into the players behind Tyent USA we
wanted to understand the structure of the company itself. First, Tyent USA, according to Better Business
Bureau information, was established as a New Jersey LLC on February 22, 2004 by Joseph J. Boccuti.
Tyent USA is in the business of selling water ionizers. Contrary to some information that was found on the
Internet Tyent USA is not a manufacturer of ionizers, or anything else for that matter. In fact, our investigation
found that all they are is a reseller for TAEYOUNG Environment & Technology, CO. Ltd., a small ionizer
company from Korea. That being said, there are also no “Tyent Ionizers”. The machines that are marketed and
sold by Tyent USA are branded with the name Rettin, which is the TAEYOUNG brand name. Investigators
were unable to find any ionizers that actually carry the brand name “Tyent USA”.
While this may seem like an insignificant detail it is actually quite important. You see, one thing that most
savvy consumers look for is stability in a company and their products. The reality is that Tyent USA doesn’t
actually have ANY products. As a company they have not made the massive investment necessary to create a
product line. They have not devoted the years of research and development to ensure that what they offer is the
best available. They have not invested the man hours and resources to train and employ a service staff. The
fact is that Tyent USA only sells other companies products and, as such, do not posses the product expertise and
industry understanding that manufacturing experience tends to develop.
Simply being the seller of another product can potentially create another issue, which is the level of
commitment to the product. If all you do is sell another company’s products and don’t even have a physical
retail location, then the vested interest in the success of that product is very small. Most of the sizable ionizer
manufacturers have invested millions of dollars in order to offer their product to the marketplace. It is this
investment that shows consumers that the company is serious about the products they produce…they have a
huge vested interest in the success of their products.
A company like Tyent USA has, in comparison, very little invested in the products they sell. They have a few
websites, a few staff members, an office suite and the inventory they stock; these represent the majority of the
financial commitment they have made to their business. This lack of a serious vested interest in the success of
the product makes it much easier for a company to simply walk away, should the market take a downturn or
should a better opportunity or even a better product come their way. In the case of Tyent USA, if this were to
happen, consumers would lose all domestic support and the only way to get any support or service would be to
deal directly with the company in Korea that actually manufactured the machine; and that is only if the
company was willing to provide any support at all.
There was very little information available regarding Tyent USA during the first few years in business, so our
investigation turned to their supplier, TAEYOUNG, to try to learn more about the beginnings of Tyent USA. It
was at this point that some major discrepancies started to arise. We visited the TAEYOUNG company website

and discovered that they have been in business since 1995, which is approximately 15 years. Investigators
discovered that although Tyent USA had only been in business since 2004 that on the “About Us” section of
their website they stated that “Tyent products have been helping people for over 15 years” (see below), which
implies that Tyent USA has actually been in business and providing products for 15 years.

Tyent USA has not been in business for 15 years, so this statement is somewhat misleading. Investigators
figured that this claim was made based on the length of time that TAEYOUNG had been manufacturing
ionizers. Unfortunately this is where the next major discrepancy surfaced. In reviewing the history of
TAEYOUNG it was discovered that, while it is true that they have been in business since 1995, they have only
been producing ionizers since sometime in 2005 (see next page).
So, the 15 years that Tyent USA promotes regarding the ionizers they sell is actually only around 5 or 6 years.
There is obviously a major difference in the amount of time that both TAEYOUNG and Tyent USA have been
dealing with ionizers compared to the amount of time that is being promoted to consumers. This tactic seems to
have been employed in order to make consumers believe that both Tyent USA and TAEYOUNG have more
experience in the ionizer industry than they actually have. Most consumers would consider misleading
representations like this to be a major red flag about the company making the claims.
As a result of gathering this information another questionable aspect surfaced. As it was mentioned above and
appears on the next page, TAEYOUNG, the company that actually manufacturers the ionizers that Tyent USA
sells, did not even start making ionizers until sometime in 2005. Yet Tyent USA states that they started
business in 2004.
The question that our investigators then considered was how do you start a business to sell a product before the
product has even been made? The information provided by Tyent USA regarding their history just doesn’t
seem to stack up.

Now that we have examined a bit about the history of Tyent USA, let’s take a look at the main person behind
the company, Joseph Boccuti. As it was mentioned earlier, ultimately it is the people that make a company, for
the good or the bad. Most consumers like to deal with a company made up of qualified individuals that have
years of experience in the industry. Investigators did discover that Joseph Boccuti does have years of
experience, only it is not in the ionizer industry. It is as a Vegas style stage hypnotist. Below is Joseph
Boccuti’s bio that appears on his website (see below).

You Are Getting Thirsty…
While Joseph Boccuti’s experience in the world of stage hypnotists seems quite impressive, he does not appear
to have any experience at all in the world of water ionizers prior to his starting Tyent USA. Nor does he seem
to have any experience in any specific science that may be related to or regarding water ionizers. This should
be another major red flag of concern for consumers.
The person running a company should posses at least some level of expertise in their field or industry. This is
something that is expected by most consumers; so the complete lack of any level of expertise by the person
running Tyent USA should have consumers seriously reconsidering the degree of credibility they give Mr.
Boccuti regarding his opinion of water ionizers or the water ionizer industry.
According to his bio, Mr. Boccuti founded his own private clinical practice in 2003 and investigators were
unable to determine exactly when he stopped his private practice. However, they were able to find a July 2009
article by David J. Spatz entitled “He’s Got You Under His Spell” that stated Mr. Boccuti was no longer doing
clinical hypnosis. So it appears that Mr. Boccuti was running a practice that, according to his own information,
provided services to over 20,000 clients during the same general timeframe that he was running Tyent USA.
This must have kept Mr. Boccuti extremely busy. With services provided to over 20,000 clients during an
approximate 6 year period of time he would have to have seen 9 different patients every day, 365 days of the
year, while also starting and running Tyent USA during 5 of those years. Either Mr. Boccuti has an absolutely
incredible work ethic or, once again, some of the information he is providing consumers is a bit inaccurate.
While there is nothing wrong with making a living as a comedic Vegas style stage hypnotist, most consumers
would probably agree that they would not specifically seek out a person in this particular field to give them
advice on the possible health benefits of drinking alkaline water or to explain the advanced technology that
make up the best water ionizers on the market. Those that have sought out advice or listened to Mr. Boccuti’s
opinion in regards to water ionizers probably do not know his true area of expertise.
Below is the home page of his website that highlights his primary experience (see below).

Tyent USA “Products” – Contradiction of Quality & Performance
Now that we have taken a look at Tyent USA as a company and the experience of Tyent USA CEO Joseph
Boccuti, it is time to take a look at the products that Tyent USA sells. This is another area where investigators
found some major discrepancies and where the research became extremely in depth and time consuming.
According to the Tyent USA website the current Tyent USA water ionizer product line, as of 06/2011, includes
the following products:
MMP-7070; MMP-7070T; MMP-9090T & UCE 9000T
We will start with the MMP-7070 and the MMP-7070T, which is the “Turbo” version of the 7070. There is a
good amount of information listed on the Tyent USA website about both 7070 models, as is there on the
TAEYOUNG website. It is the power capabilities of these models that came into question as specifications
were compared between each website. The first set of specifications is from the Tyent USA product user
manual and are also what appear in the product specifications on their website:

Both models indicate that the maximum power consumption is 280W.

Specifications of the same models were available on the TAEYOUNG, which are the actual manufacturers of
the ionizers, website. Please pay close attention to the power consumption section in this second set of
specifications.

As you can see above, the manufacturer of the product lists the maximum power consumption of both the
MMP-7070 and the MMP-7070T at 100W. This is substantially lower than the 280W that is listed by Tyent
USA for the exact same product. This is just one more example of Tyent USA providing false or misleading
information to consumers. Because the amount of power surging through the ionization chamber is such an
important factor in producing alkaline water this discrepancy is a major one. The difference between the quality
of the alkaline water produced by an ionizer using 100W and 280W is massive. If there is a 180W power
difference, as the manufacturer states there is, consumers must ask themselves, what other pertinent information
has Tyent USA fabricated?

It is this exact question that brought investigators to information about the next product. Be advised that the
following information may seem a bit confusing, as it was actually confusing for our investigators. The
confusion stems from the most recent Tyent USA product offering, the MMP-9090T. Even after the exhaustive
research that was conducted by our investigators they were unable to find any information, except for that found
on the Tyent USA website, about this product. In fact, there were even a few discrepancies found on the Tyent
USA website that made investigators wonder if this product actually exists.
Finding information about the MMP-9090T on the Tyent USA website was easy, as this new model is being
promoted as the best in the industry by Tyent USA (see below).

After reviewing the MMP-9090T product information provided on the Tyent USA website investigators went
back to the TAEYOUNG website to attempt to cross reference this information. After a complete search of the
website, including using the Site Map, which lists all of the web pages in the website, a model MMP-9090T
could not be located. This seemed extremely odd to investigators. If this was the newest model available and
was the most advanced technology being offered by TAEYOUNG it would stand to reason that they would at
least mention this product on their website. But it was quite to the contrary. There was absolutely NOTHING!
Additional Internet searches were conducted and, again, the only information that could be found regarding the
MMP-9090T were found only on the Tyent USA website or Tyent USA affiliate / distributor websites. No
other product information could be located.
A product information request was sent to TAEYOUNG using a form in the Contact US section of their website,
asking for any information regarding the MMP-9090T. It has been 2 weeks and there has been no response.

Here is what was found on the TAEYOUNG website (see below).

As you can see there are only a few listings under “Water Ionizer”. One of these listings is the MMP-Series.
This link was clicked and our investigators were directed to a page that contained what TAEYOUNG represents
as their complete line of MMP-Series products (see next page).

Below is the page that came up when we clicked the MMP-Series link (see below).

The only MMP models that are mentioned are the MMP-5050, the MMP-7070 & the MMP-7070T. There is
nothing about an MMP-9090T, or any other MMP model number, other than those already mentioned.
Based on the information that investigators had already uncovered, they considered the possibility that the
MMP-9090T was perhaps a completely fabricated ionizer and that such a machine and model never actually
existed. But our investigators were not looking for speculation; they were looking for facts, so they continued
to search in hopes of finding something else. It was during this extended search that some oddities were
discovered within the Tyent USA website that may actually support the notion that the MMP-9090T is nothing
more than a MMP-7070T in a different colored shell, which is the outer casing of the ionizer.

What they discovered was something that most people would never look for, nor would they recognize it even if
they found it. It was actually information that becomes embedded into a website as information and pictures are
inserted into the site. Without getting overly technical, here is what was discovered. On the main web page of
the Tyent USA website that had the MMP-9090T information there are 6 product pictures below the main
picture on the page. These are known as “thumbnails” and are smaller versions of a larger picture that you can
access by clicking on them.
Once you click on one of the thumbnails, a larger picture is visible on the screen. If you scroll your cursor over
the image and then left click, which means to depress the left button of your computer mouse, a drop down
menu appears with a variety of choices, including “View Image”. Clicking view image will allow you to see
the image and nothing else. It also shows the “URL” or “website address” where the actual image is saved.
Typically the name associated with the saved image is included in this website address.
Each of the 6 images of the MMP-9090T that appear on the Tyent USA website were clicked and each were
“viewed” as described above. Out of the 6 images, 2 of them were identified as “7070”. This is where some
serious deductive reasoning had to be implemented. If you had a product with a specific model number and you
were saving images of that product, is there any logical reason that would have you save any of the images
using a different model number? How about saving multiple images of your newest, hottest product using a
different model number?

If you look closely at the address bar of the web page screen shot you can see where it says “7070”. You can
also see it in the page header information, which is at the very top of the screen shot in the blue area. It says
“7070_ad6.jpg”.
The next page has the other image that was one of the 6 pictures representing the MMP-9090T yet, for some
reason, were labeled “7070”.

Based on the evidence that investigators were able to find, they were only able to come to one conclusion. That
the MMP-9090T is a made up model, created in an attempt to make consumers believe that this product has
more plates, a total of 9, in the ionization chamber and that it has more power, 385W, according to the website
specifications.
This conclusion was based on the previous misrepresentations of the power output of the other models, the lack
of product information on the website of the company that supposedly manufacturers the product and the odd
discrepancies on the Tyent USA website regarding the images of the MMP-9090T. This conclusion is based on
circumstantial information. Tyent USA can easily prove that the MMP-9090T exist by doing one of two things.
One, have TAEYOUNG add the product information of the MMP-9090T to their website, along with the
pertinent product specifications, just like they list with all of their other products. Two, film an uncut video
with a Tyent USA representative and an unbiased second party observer, opening a factory sealed MMP-9090T,
removing and disassembling the ionization chamber and showing 9 individual plates.
If Tyent USA were to do or say anything in response to this, other than one of the two options listed above, then
we would stand firm on our contention that the MMP-9090T is nothing more than a fabricated product,
introduced to deceive consumers.
The last product that needs to be addressed is the UCE-9000T. Unfortunately, this model is much like the
MMP-9090T, in as much as we were unable to find anything from TAEYOUNG regarding this product. We
also noticed that, as of the date of this report, this particular model is not actually available. The Tyent USA
website says that they will only get a total of 500 units and that it can be pre-purchased, but that units are not
expected to begin shipping until at least August 2011.
We will have to wait to see if TAEYOUNG ends up posting any information about this model.

IonizersReviewed.com Website…Is Now IonizerResearch.com
The next section of this report may create some confusion for consumers, but it is actually a very important part
of the entire Tyent USA “experience”. This section focuses on what has been promoted as an unbiased ionizer
review website, www.ionizersreviewed.com. It is important to mention that the ionizersreviewed.com web
address is now forwarding to a new URL, or website address, which is ionizerresearch.com. The fact that this
report is including this information may be the first confusing aspect for consumers…why would an impartial
review website be lumped into a special consumer report on Tyent USA? By the end of this section the reason
will be crystal clear; for now let’s just say that the connection between Tyent USA and ionizersreviewed.com
will show the level of consumer deception that Tyent USA will stoop to in order make a buck.

A lot of effort has been exerted by those involved with this website to cover their tracks and our investigators
had to pull out their “Sherlock Holmes” magnifying glasses to connect the dots and put the pieces of this puzzle
together. This investigation unfolded like a classic Sherlock Holmes novel, with investigators uncovering
deceit, greed, shady dealings and a dastardly villain.
This “independent review” website was registered on 09-21-2007, the EXACT same day that the Tyent USA
website was registered and using the EXACT same server banks as the Tyent USA website, but we will get to
that in a few minutes. The website appeared to be run by a man named Rob Gray, a self proclaimed “expert” on
water ionizers. Investigators were unable to locate any information regarding Rob Gray’s experience with
water technology products or why he would be qualified to give consumer advice about water ionizers. It just

seemed like he popped onto the scene out of nowhere and was able to gain exposure with the help of some very
well placed search engine ads and purchases of strategic ionizer industry search engine keywords.
From the very beginning ionizersreviewed.com did not seem like an unbiased consumer protection website as it
was being promoted. The reviews of different ionizers were filled with more opinion than fact. To even an
untrained eye it was obvious that this website was not unbiased like Consumer Reports, that it showered great
praise on it’s favorites and unleashed vicious attacks on the competition of the ionizers that were their “top
rated” picks.
In every review it was always a Tyent USA product that was ranked #1. The very one-sided approach that Rob
Gray talked about when discussing the different ionizers gave way to speculation that he was somehow
involved with or connected to Tyent USA or Joseph Boccuti. Both Mr. Gray and Mr. Boccuti adamantly denied
working together or even knowing one another.
Investigators learned that the two actually do know each other and, based on some very recent developments
that will be addressed a bit later in this report, the relationship between them is very strong. Investigators
tapped into the latest Social Network craze to see if they could find any sort of connection between Mr. Boccuti
and Mr. Gray. Investigators went online to Facebook and did a search for Joseph Boccuti and found a profile
for “Joe Boccuti”. Based on the information that was provided in the profile investigators determined that this
was Tyent USA owner Joseph Boccuti.
For those that may not be familiar with Facebook, please allow us to explain a few things. When you have a
profile on Facebook people can look you up and send you a “Friend Request”. This is a simple message that
says someone wants to have their profile connected to yours, so that information can be shared between the two
parties. The request includes information about the person making the request, including their name and picture,
if they have one on their profile. Acceptance of a Facebook friend request IS NOT an automatic process. A
user has to actually “Accept” the request by reviewing and then clicking an acceptance button. Most people on
Facebook do not accept people they do not know, as many profiles contain information of a more personal
nature.
That being said, here is what was found on Joe Boccutti’s Facebook profile (see below).

The image on the preceding page is Joe Boccutti’s main Facebook page. Under his photo on the left you can
see a few of his “Friends”, people he has selected to be able to connect to his Facebook profile. As of the date
of this screen capture, 10-22-2010, Mr. Boccuti has 302 friends.

The link to Joe’s friend list was clicked and a “Rob Gray” was located. Then investigators clicked on the
picture of the person listed as Rob Gray and visited their Facebook profile.

At this point investigators were not sure that this was the same Rob Gray from ioniersreviewed.com, however
they became 100% positive when they revisited the ionizersreviewed.com website. Rob gray had used the exact
same picture on both the ionizersreviewed.com website and his Facebook profile.

At this point investigators were positive that this was the same Rob Gray and that My. Gray and Mr. Boccuti
did, contrary to their denial, know each other. We would like to point out that the screen shots that appear
above are from part of this investigation that occurred in October 2010. However, the same information and
connection between Mr. Boccutti and Mr. Gray was actually discovered in an earlier investigation on July 23,
2010. This is only mentioned to illustrate the fact that the connection between these two is not a new
development; it was established almost a year prior to this report being written.
Once this connection was established it became obvious that Mr. Gray and Mr. Boccuti were working together
and that the denial of this fact was just one more example of the deception perpetrated by Tyent USA. Just so
consumers have as much information as possible, here are a few more of the things that were uncovered.

Above is the original registration information for ionizersreviewed.com

Above is the original registration information for tyentusa.com

Looking at the two screen shots of the website registration information one cannot help but notice that they look
almost identical. This usually happens when the same registration service is used. We should mention that
when different registration services are used the information that appears, even using the same “Who Is” search
engine, will appear very different. The main points between these two website registrations that captured the
interest of our investigators were the dates of registration, the domain servers and the IP Addresses.
Those that are familiar with the Internet or website design will quickly recognize these similarities and would
be able to tell that these two domains were registered within a few minutes of each other and, most likely, by
the same person. While the specific name of the person registering the websites is unknown because it was
registered as “private”, the other information referenced above is enough to tell the tale of the registration.
The date is the first dead giveaway. Both of these websites were registered on September 21, 2007. Under
normal circumstances two websites being registered on the same day would have little consequence, however,
two sites that supposedly have nothing to do with each other, then information surfaces that contradict that
assertion, well that is a whole different story. The next thing is the domain servers, which are listed as
WORLDNIC.COM for both of these. Again, under normal circumstances this may be seen as simply a
coincidence, but here it becomes one more piece in this puzzle of deceit. The last indicators that these websites
were registered within just a few minutes of each other are the IP Addresses that were issued. An IP Address is
a sequence of numbers that tell a computer where a website is located on the Internet. Let’s take a look at the
sets of IP Addresses for these two websites.
tyentusa.com
ionizersreviewed.com

205.178.190.39
205.178.190.43

206.188.198.39
206.188.198.43

Being a bit web savvy really helps in understanding the significance of these numbers. For those that are not so
web savvy, IP Addresses are distributed to major Internet Service Provider’s (ISP’s) in blocks of thousands of
addresses. Most services then distribute these addresses sequentially as people order and register their domain
names / websites. If you notice the addresses above are almost exactly the same. The numbers differ only by 3
addresses. This means that between the time that these two websites were registered only 3 other websites were
registered through this service. Again, these numbers indicate that the registration of these two websites had to
be within just a few minutes of each other.
There are only two possibilities regarding the registration of these websites. Either one person registered both
of these sites, one right after the other, or two different people, that supposedly have nothing to do with each
other, happen to be sitting in front of their computers at almost the exact same time, on the exact same day, both
using the exact same service provider, both registering an ionizer related website within just a few minutes of
each other. It has often been said that the most simple explanation is usually the correct one. In this scenario
the second set of circumstances are almost impossible to expect to happen, so the first, and most simple option,
is most likely the correct one. And if that is the case, then, once again, Tyent USA has tried to dupe consumers
once more. This time by creating a completely fake review website that gives biased reviews and always list
their own products as the best.
The new version of the ionizersreviewed.com website, ionizerresearch.com is now registered in the name of
Rob Gray, but, as you have already seen, it did not start out that way. Most plans of deception unravel due to an
oversight of minor details. This is a classic example. I don’t think that Mr. Boccuti or Mr. Gray, which ever of
these two actually registered these websites, ever imagined that investigators would dig deep enough to discover
the similarities between the two registrations.
The next page shows the new ionizerresearch.com website, which is where you are directed if you put
ionizersreviewed.com in a web browser address bar, as well as the original ionizersreviewed.com website. A
few subtle design differences, but as far as content is concerned, for the most part, they are the same.

The next things that we will address concerning this “review” website are the scare tactics that are employed by
Rob Gray to try to influence the buying decision of consumers. Mr. Gray may actually deserve an Oscar
nomination for his theatrics in some of the videos that have been posted on this website. The most notable is
the video where Mr. Gray attacks the “chemical”, a saline solution, called Electrolysis Enhancer which is used
in the Enagic SD501 water ionizer during the production of Strong Acidic Water and Strong Alkaline Water.
During this process these two different waters are produced simultaneously, one with a very high pH value and
a very low pH value. While these waters are being made a very small amount of the saline solution is injected
into the electrolysis chamber, which is the most effective and efficient way to produce these waters and their
powerful benefits. Strong Acidic Water can have a very strong smell and if you inhale the fumes through your
nose you can tell just how powerful this water can be. It should be noted that this water is not intended for
consumption and that the saline solution is not added to any other water that is produced by this machine.

Mr. Gray starts the video wearing what appears to be a Haz-Mat (hazardous material) suit and gas mask as he
describes the “dangerous” chemicals that are being used. He even takes it one step further to expand the scare
tactics by including two children holding bottles of the saline solution in the video. Upon closer inspection it
was discovered that the “Haz-Mat” suit is actually nothing more than cheap disposable painters coveralls that
can be purchased at almost any Home Depot, Lowe’s or Ace Hardware. The middle image is a disposable
painter’s suit available for sale on the Internet for less than $5.00.

Mr. Gray then references a disclaimer that is found in the Enagic User Manual concerning the production of
Strong Acidic Water. Below is the section from the user manual that he “explains”.

Most consumers that have ever seen a disclaimer or product warning before would probably recognize the
above warning for exactly what it was intended to be: a simple warning of possible risk in the most extreme
situation. Instead of focusing on the last part of the warning, which is the greatest risk would come “if the gases
filling your room has no way out at all”, Mr. Gray directs attention to the “sufficient ventilation” portion,
greatly exaggerating that he is not sure if the ventilation in his kitchen, with both windows and doors, would be
sufficient, which is how he justifies the need for the gasmask. The real key to the warning is “has no way out at
all”. This refers to an air tight room, with NO ventilation. Ironically, with this same type of room, not
producing the Strong Acidic Water could put your life at risk, because in an air tight room there would be a
limited supply of oxygen. If a human stayed in such a room long enough they would deplete their oxygen
supply and fill the room with the carbon dioxide that they exhale. This would definitely put the life of the
person at risk. This is simply another example of Mr. Gray manipulating information to suit his needs.
Mr. Gray then goes on to describe the ingredients of the Electrolysis Enhancer. It is at this point that Mr. Gray
uses a very clever tactic that was actually the foundation of an experimental hoax. The original hoax involved a
sinister sounding chemical call dihydrogen monoxide. The dihydrogen monoxide hoax is a hoax that involved
the use of a very unfamiliar name for water. (Dihydrogen – 2 Hydrogens / Monoxide – 1 Oxygen…H20).
A popular version of the hoax was created by Eric Lechner, Lars Norpchen and Matthew Kaufman, housemates
while attending University of California, Santa Cruz in 1990, revised by Craig Jackson (also a UC Santa Cruz
student) in 1994, and brought to widespread public attention in 1997 when Nathan Zohner, a 14-year-old
student, gathered petitions to ban dihydrogen monoxide "DHMO" as the basis of his science project, titled
“How Gullible Are We?”

This hoax was originally designed to illustrate how the lack of scientific literacy, unfamiliar terminology and an
exaggerated analysis can lead to misplaced fears, and this is EXACTLY what Mr. Gray does.
He starts by listing the dangerous chemicals that are listed in the ingredients: Sodium Chloride & Sodium
Hypochlorite. He goes on to show some official looking “MSDS” (Material Safety Data Sheets), which all
chemicals have. These are sheets that are used in most manufacturing industries as reference for proper
handling and use of dangerous chemicals. However, material safety data sheets are not only made for
dangerous chemicals, but for practically EVERY chemical known to man. The two MSDS on the left below are
the ones used by Mr. Gray and made available on their website. The MSDS on the right is the one, provided by
the same company, for plain, average, everyday water.

At first glace it might not be obvious that Mr. Gray is trying to use these MSDS to exaggerate the danger of
these particular chemicals, in fact it may actually seem like he is really trying to provide a service to consumers
by informing them of these dangerous hazards. But as soon as consumers realize what these chemicals are, it is
a whole different story. Let’s take the first “dangerous chemical”, Sodium Chloride. Many people do not
recognize this substance by its official / proper name, but many of us use it or are around it on an almost daily
basis. In fact, you may not realize that you have Sodium Chloride right in your own home. If you do have it in
your home it is most likely stored in your kitchen pantry, right next to the pepper. That’s right, Sodium
Chloride is NOTHING more than ordinary table salt! But to have Mr. Gray tell it, this is an extremely
dangerous chemical that should be avoided at all costs. He is simply using a more technical term to scare
consumers away from one product in an attempt to sell his.
Looking at the MSDS above you may notice that there some colored diamond shapes with numbers in them.
These are used to quickly identify certain aspects of a chemical. Water is listed with a risk level of “0” in the
areas of Health, Fire & Reactivity. The MSDS for the Sodium Chloride Solution, a 0.9% saline solution, lists a
“0” for Fire & Reactivity and a “1” for Health. According to the National Fire Protection Association, NFPA, a
private non-profit organization and the leading authoritative source of technical background, data, and
consumer advice on fire protection, problems and prevention the definition of the number 1 listed in the area of
Health on an MSDS is that “Exposure could cause irritation but only minor residual injury even if no treatment
is given”.
The next chemical Mr. Gray covers is Sodium Hypochlorite. Once again he stresses the dangers of this
chemical and that consumers should stay as far away from it as possible. If consumers were to take Mr. Gray’s
advice on these two chemicals then not only would you have unsalted foods, but you would have to stay away
from your tap water and stop showering altogether. You see, Sodium Hypochlorite is the technical name of the

“Chlorine” that is used to help sanitize tap water, which is regulated by the EPA. But, once again, to hear Mr.
Gray tell it, this chemical will put you and your entire family at risk. Please also note that the MSDS above for
Sodium Hypochlorite is a 5% solution, with 95% water, and that it shares the same Health risk as the solution of
table salt and water.
Our investigators did a bit of detailed research on Sodium Hypochlorite and here is what they found. First, they
found a very interesting article on the AmericanChemistry.com website entitled: Sodium Hypochlorite: A Public
Health Champion. The article explained that chlorine bleach, sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl), is a very useful
and inexpensive disinfectant. It has been used for: Drinking Water - Disinfectants like sodium hypochlorite
were routinely added to our drinking water beginning about 100 years ago, to protect people from waterborne
diseases. Food Production and Preparation - It is added to water in amounts that are known to destroy germs
that are associated with raw foods; used in solutions to disinfect food preparation surfaces, food sorting
machinery, containers and instruments of all types involved in producing, transporting and preparing food.
Medical / Hospitals - Solutions are used to disinfect many types of surfaces in hospitals, medical labs, doctors'
offices and nursing homes to prevent the spread of infection among patients, residents and workers.
They also discovered that almost every public / municipal water departments use sodium hypochlorite during
the processing of the water. This process totally eliminates the use of gaseous chlorine and creates a safer
environment for the community. The strength of the sodium hypochlorite used in the water is 0.08% - far less
than common household bleach - which has 5% strength (as referenced in the chemical data sheet.)
The concentration of sodium hypochlorite in the Electrolysis Enhancer is less than 0.01%. Meaning you would
get more sodium hypochlorite from drinking a glass of tap water than from a bottle of enhancer fluid. Funny
that Mr. Gray seems to forget to mention this during his rant about the dangers of the Electrolysis Enhancer.
One more detail regarding the Sodium Hypochlorite that is worth mentioning is that Tyent USA CEO Joseph
Boccuti includes some interesting information on his professional LinkedIn account.

In the “Summary” section of his profile Mr. Boccuti writes: “I am the president and CEO for Tyent USA, LLC.
We specialize in alkaline ionized water generators and hypochlorous acid generators.” Our investigators
researched these types of machines and found that what they produce is a solution of Sodium Hypochlorite. So,
at the same time that Mr. Gray is using every trick in the book to try to dissuade consumers from going
anywhere near Sodium Hypochlorite, Mr. Boccuti, with whom we have established a very direct connection
with Mr. Gray, is promoting the fact that they market a product that actually MAKES Sodium Hypochlorite.

On a slightly personal note, in the video Mr. Gray adamantly states how dangerous the Electrolysis Enhancer is,
which we have now shown is not really the case, but had it been, he then goes on to hand two small children
bottles of the exact substance that he is claiming is so dangerous.
We believe that this shows one of two things: either Mr. Gray completely knows that the Electrolysis Enhancer
poses no danger at all, which is why he has no problem allowing the children to handle the Electrolysis
Enhancer, or he has a complete disregard for the safety and well being of those children. We do not know who
the children are, but we would hope that Mr. Gray would never consider putting children in harms way to try to
make his position more dramatic.
Our belief is that Mr. Gray knew the children were in absolutely no danger and that they were added to the
video to simply create an even greater level of fear and uncertainty in consumers with children.
For the sake of those kids, we hope we are correct.
The last two sections of this report may very well be the most difficult for consumers to fathom. It seems that a
last ditch effort to salvage any shred of a positive reputation has been deployed, while major changes that may
effect every previous and future Tyent USA customer are unfolding. Some of the following conclusions are
speculative, but have been derived from current facts, history of previous actions and deductive reasoning.

Tyent USA Exposed – Or Was It? The Website Creating More Questions Than Answers
Back in December of 2010 a website tyentusaexposed.com, sprang up, seemingly out of nowhere. The site was
loaded with accusations of manipulation, deceit and wrong doing by Joseph Boccuti and Rob Gray. There were
pages and pages of examples listed on the website. It seemed like someone was fed up with the questionable
business practices of Mr. Boccuti and Mr. Gray and that they were going to use the website as a way to get the
truth out to consumers.

But then, as quickly as it had sprung up, the pages of information were gone and a message from “Tyent Team”
was in its place.

Luckily, all of the contents of the original tyentusaexposed.com website had been saved, so the information
could continue to be reviewed. As it was being reviewed, some of the things that were listed did not seem to
add up. It appeared that the original person behind all of the accusations on the website had been served with a
letter from an attorney and that shortly afterwards rescinded every accusation, stating that none of what was said
was true.
If that were the case, it would mean that the majority of what has been uncovered in THIS report would have to
be incorrect, and since we know that everything in this report is accurate, it made things very confusing. Why
would the person that made the website, who said they had concrete proof of every allegation they had made,
suddenly have such a change of heart and say that everything on the website was inaccurate? The whole thing
sounded almost contrived and started to create more questions than answers.
It was at this point that our investigative team started to take a detailed look at the tyentusaexposed.com
information. The first thing that they noticed was the website name. During their research the only place they
ever saw the term “Exposed” was on the ionizersreviewed.com website in the video “Kangen Enagic Exposed”.
It was the use of the same terminology that started to take the investigation down a different road. In fact, the
use of the word “Exposed” in the title of this report was inspired by this same information.
This similarity in word choice created a very interesting question for our investigators. Could the whole
tyentusaexposed.com website actually be a reverse smear campaign, initiated by the same people that it seemed
to attack? While the notion seemed preposterous, more and more details were being uncovered that made it
seem like this might actually be the most logical explanation.
First there was the word choice. It may just be a coincidence, but as we have seen earlier in this report with the
website registrations of tyentusa.com and ionizersreviewed.com, people often use the same services out of
convenience, so maybe they use the same terms out of habit. This obviously was not enough to convince
investigators that their job was done, so the details of the original content of the tyentusaexposed.com website
were reviewed in great detail. The website contained “11 Facts” about Tyent USA. Most of the information
was things that we had seen elsewhere on the Internet. Statements saying that Mr. Boccuti and Mr. Gray were
working together; that ionizersreviewed.com was a fake review website created to trick consumers; that Tyent
USA manipulates consumers; etc.
The questions really started to arise, not from the “Facts”, but from the supposed correspondence between the
attorney and the “unknown creator of the tyentusaexposed.com website”. The first thing was the date of the
letter from the Tyent USA attorney, Paul Reidl, which was December 28, 2010. There were two reasons this
date was so odd. First, the original registration date of the tyentusaexposed.com website was December 22,
2010, a mere 6 days before the letter from the attorney was sent. Second, out of the 6 days between the
registration and the supposed sending of the letter, one was Christmas Eve, one was Christmas Day and one,
December 26, 2010, was a Sunday.

Looking at the timeline above puts the whole thing into a different perspective. Starting from the date the
website was registered. Most people who build websites do not have them “pre-built”, meaning that they can

simply import pages of content. Usually the website is built after the site is registered. Once the site is
completed, it is then “published” which means it becomes viewable by people on the Internet that know the site
exists and have the website address. According to this timeline, the website would have had to be built and
published practically on the same day it was registered. Not impossible, but very unlikely.
Then somehow either Mr. Boccuti or Mr. Gray would have had to find out about the website within the next day
or so. With all of this happening in the middle of the biggest holiday season of the year it is hard to believe that
either one of them were just sitting around their computer searching for a new defamatory website that may
spring up. Again, not impossible, but very, very unlikely.
Then they would have had to contact the attorney and had him write a response, probably within one day of
reviewing the information. While I do not know the holiday hours of this attorney, I do know that most noncriminal attorney’s take the last week of December and the first week of January completely off because the
courts are closed for much of this time. It also appears that the letter sent by the attorney was sent via email.
This is one more thing that seemed very suspicious to our investigators. Most attorneys are VERY careful to
not correspond via email. Electronic messages can be altered, which can make them inadmissible, should they
need to use the information during litigation. Most attorneys will ONLY use a certified mail service for their
correspondence, so they have some sort of proof of delivery / receipt. However, perhaps this attorney was
willing to jump right on this, in the midst of the Christmas season, and sent the letter using an un-certified
delivery method. Once again, not impossible, but very, very, very unlikely!
At this time investigators recalled the current page on the tyentusaexposed.com website and remembered that it
stated that the owners of the original content had been “forced to remove their content and turn over the site and
domains to Tyent USA, LLC.”

The only way they could have been “forced” to remove content and turn over the site and domains would be
though a court order, but according to the information available, no lawsuit was ever filed. If no lawsuit was
ever filed then no such order would have been made and no one would have been “forced” to remove content or
turn over the site.

To verify that no lawsuit had been filed recently investigators used a simple search technique that will usually
uncover companies involved in legal proceedings. In quotation marks they entered “Tyent USA, LLC et al”
into a Google search engine. The results from the search are below:

Most lawsuits involving a company will include the company name, followed by “et al”, which basically means
“and everyone else that may be part of this company”. It is a very standard term used in the litigation process
for both plaintiffs and defendants. As you can from the search results there were “No results found for “tyent
usa llc et al”.
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of this technique when a lawsuit has been filed our investigative team
used the same search engine and technique, but this time searched for “Enagic USA, Inc., et al”. below are the
results:

As you can see, the new search yielded much different results. Numerous website pages of information were
found regarding lawsuits that Enagic USA, Inc., had filed, some dating back several years. Although the font is
a bit small, the search results actually say that “About 308 results” had been found based on the search criteria.
This example was used to illustrate the public information that is available when an actual lawsuit is filed.
Obviously no such action was ever taken by Tyent USA, therefore no judgment was ever emposed and no party
was ever “forced” to remove anything.
Based on all of this information our investigators felt that something was just not right about the whole thing,
but, if this were some self imposed reverse smear campaign, why was it being done? What would be the motive
behind suddenly trying to salvage the tarnished reputation of Tyent USA? Ironically, the answer to this
question came to investigators while they were looking into the whole tyentusaexposed.com website.
Along the way investigators discovered that Mr. Boccuti was expanding his professional water ionizer
endeavors by starting a new MLM (multi-level marketing) company, Evontis, which would market and sell a
new line of water ionizers made by TAEYOUNG. Learning of this caught some of our investigators off guard,
as one of the biggest attacks that Mr. Boccuti or Mr. Gray had used against Enagic USA was to say that the
Enagic products were overpriced to support a multi-level marketing payout, even though Enagic USA is a direct
sales company, not a multi-level marketing company. It seemed very strange to investagators that Mr. Boccuti
would start up an MLM since he had spent so much time and effort promoting against MLM.
It was learned that Evontis would hold its “Soft Launch” on January 25, 2011 in New Jersey. The timing of the
tyentusaexposed.com “attack” and subsequent removal and rescinding of all of the accusations contained on the
site could not have been better. It created a seemingly clean slate for both Mr. Boccuti and Mr. Gray. However,
a few new major red flags came up that should really get consumers thinking and might just have Tyent USA
customers a bit concerned.

The creation of Evontis seems to imply that Mr. Boccuti is heading in a completely different direction with his
water ionizer business. Which might make a person wonder if the business that is Tyent USA will be around
for very much longer. The reality is that the name Tyent USA has become tarnished as a result of most of the
things done by Mr. Boccuti and Mr. Gray that have been uncovered in this report.

While the fate of Tyent USA and Evontis remain uncertain, the creation of Evontis has allowed a few points to
gain clarification. The fact that Mr. Boccutti and Mr. Gray do, in fact, know each other is now very public. In
fact, the Rob Gray, who up until just a few short months ago claimed to have no affiliation with Joseph Boccuti,
was recently named President of Evontis by the CEO, Joseph Boccuti. Somehow Mr. Gray went from an
unknown person to Mr. Boccuti to becoming the President of his company; this seems like a pretty good
indicator that they do know each other and that the statements they said to the contrary we simply untrue.

In addition to the fact that Evontis lost their V.P. of sales in less than 4 months, investigators noticed another
major red flag about the new Evontis company. An address for the offices of Evontis does not appear anywhere
on the Evontis website. Below is the Contact Us page from the site. Not having a physical address for a
business should make those considering the new Evontis products and MLM business very nervous, as this is
definitely not a good sign!

It seems that there is deception and misleading information in almost every aspect of Tyent USA. The term
“Buyer Beware” was coined to try to protect consumers from companies like Tyent USA. We hope that this
report helps protect consumers and keeps them from making a costly mistake, in time, money and possibly
frustration. While we conducted a very thorough investigation and tried to offer as little opinion and as much
fact as possible, we always encourage consumers to do their own due diligence, especially when it comes to
purchases that may impact health.
There are certain products that we purchase in life that go beyond a simple purchase and actually become an
investment. If you have ever bought a cheap mattress, then you know exactly what we are talking about! If you
are going to purchase an ionizer, make sure that your purchase can become an investment by buying a machine
that will keep creating benefits for you and your family long after it is paid for. Take time to check out different
machines and remember this, if an ionizer company tells you they won’t let you try their water before you buy
their machine, it’s because their water is too weak to provide samples. No matter what else they might say, that
is the REAL reason!
On a quick side note, during the “Soft Launch” of Evontis, Mr. Boccuti addressed the attendees and called
Enagic USA, “the water ionizer market leader”. Consumers know that a company does not become the “market
leader” in their industry by accident, that it takes things like dedication to quality products, exceptional service
and outstanding integrity. It was refreshing to hear Mr. Boccuti finally say something that was actually true.
This entire report boils down to this…
Buyer Beware, Be Informed & Be Empowered…the rest is up to you!

